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Accessories for wheelchairs and mobility scooters
Battery chargers
Cellpower supplies suitable battery chargers for all of its cyclic battery
series. Cellpower battery chargers have been programmed with
intelligent charging programmes that ensure that the connected battery
is charged in the best possible way and will last longer. Some models
offer extensive analysis options, so that the status of both the battery
charger and connected battery can be monitored closely.

Wireless Diagnostic Tool (WDT)
The Cellpower Wireless Diagnostic Tool (WDT) works seamlessly with
WDT-compatible Cellpower CCP, CCG and CCL battery chargers. With
this smart device, it is easy to read the status of the battery charger and
connected battery on the WDT app or WDT web page. The user knows
immediately whether the battery and charger are being used in the right
way, making the WDT an essential tool for any maintenance engineer.

Cellpower Green Innovation
Cellpower strives for a better environment. In order to achieve this, Cellpower imposes stringent requirements
on the production methods in our factories. For example, all manufacturers are at least ISO 14001 and ISO 9001
certified and waste and residual materials are disposed of properly. In order to guarantee this quality, Cellpower
itself inspects the assembly lines on a regular basis, paying attention to proper working conditions for staff too. To
contribute to a better world, Cellpower sponsors projects in developing areas.
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Reliable energy for

Wheelchairs &
Mobility scooters

Wheelchairs & mobility scooters

Cellpower CPC series - AGM 600 cycles
The Cellpower CPC battery series has been developed specifically for
cyclic use. CPC batteries are ideal for use in applications where they
are discharged and charged regularly and intensively. Examples of
such applications include mobility scooters, electric wheelchairs and
medical carts. The Cellpower CPC battery series offers those qualities
for a modest purchase price.

Reliable cyclic power
A mobility scooter or wheelchair is being used and recharged regularly
during the day. That requires a battery which is able to easily withstand
such use. Cellpower cyclic battery series are specifically designed
to do so. They lose less capacity with every cycle compared to other
battery series and can be fitted in every orientation thanks to the
leak free construction. The reliability of the battery, and therefore of
the mobility scooter or wheelchair as a whole, is of vital importance
to its user whose personal mobility depends to a large extent on the
proper operation and large range of their scooter or wheelchair. Stateof-the art production methods and stringent quality checks ensure that
Cellpower cyclic batteries are a dependable source of energy with a
long lifespan that you can wholeheartedly rely on.

Cellpower CPX series - AGM 800-1000 cycles
The Cellpower CPX battery series has been developed specifically
for extreme cyclic use. Compared to other cyclic AGM batteries of
similar dimensions, a Cellpower CPX battery achieves up to 30% more
cycles. CPX batteries are extremely tough thanks to the most modern
production technologies. This guarantees maximum reliability under
the most challenging conditions.

Cellpower CPG series - Gel 1000 cycles

Cyclic battery series
Cellpower supplies four different battery series that are designed for cyclic use, based on three different chemical
compositions: AGM, Gel and Lithium. Each offering unique characteristics, pros and cons. The table below lists
the four cyclic battery series from Cellpower that are suitable for mobility scooters and wheelchairs. All are scored
on aspects that are of importance for making the right choice of battery for a mobility scooter or wheelchair.
Number of
Technology
cycles

CPC

AGM

600

CPX

AGM

800-1000

CPG

Gel

1000

CLN

Lithium

1800

Capacity

High
Travel range discharge
current

••
••
••••
•••
••
•
••••• •••••

•••
••••
•
••••

Recharge
speed

Deep
discharge

••
••
•••
•••
•
••••
••••• •••••

Self
Temperature Purchase
discharge* resistance
price**

•
•
••
•••

•
•
•••
••••

Total costs of
ownership***

•••••
••
••••
•••
•••
•••
••
•••••

*: A higher score means lower self-discharge
**: A higher score means a lower purchase price
***: A higher score means lower total costs of ownership

Comparison of cyclic performance between cyclic AGM, Gel and Lithium battery series*
Cellpower CPC Cyclic AGM series (600 cycles)

The Cellpower CPG battery series uses Gel technology and has
been designed specifically for extreme cyclic use under challenging
conditions. The Gel technology ensures that a Cellpower CPG battery is
better able to cope with overdischarges than AGM batteries. In addition,
the Gel composition has the batteries are resistant to moderate shocks
and vibrations. A favorable feature for mobile applications.

Cellpower CLN series - Lithium 1800 cycles
The Cellpower CLN Lithium NMC series makes Lithium accessible. They
have the same advantages as Lithium-Iron batteries, but are much more
economical. The Lithium technology ensures that CLN batteries achieve
up to 3 times more cycles than AGM battery models with a comparable
performance and they are more resistant to interim charging. All that
while only being half the size and weight. The Cellpower CLN series has
been tested under the most challenging conditions in order to guarantee
maximum performance. With the high temperature resistance and
robust housing, you can be certain that a CLN battery will continue to
perform where other batteries would have stopped a long time ago.

Comparison of travel range between cyclic CPC AGM and CLN Lithium battery series
2x CPC 75-12

Cellpower CPX Extreme Cyclic AGM series (800-1000 cycles)

1x CLN 60-24: +40% travel range
Cellpower CPG Extreme Cyclic Gel series (1000 cycles)

2x CLN 60-24: +180% travel range

Cellpower CLN Extreme Cyclic Lihtium series (1800 cycles)
200

400

*: At 50% D.O.D. (Depth of discharge)
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